The Dhimmi is Forbidden to Read the Koran
If you are a student of Islam, then you might have gathered that Islam has a doctrine of
eternal hatred of Kafirs and their civilization. A student of Islam might also gather that
after a 1400 year history of hostilities, murder, rape and enslavement that Islam was at
war with us. But, the White House, the Department of Justice, Homeland Security, FBI
and CIA have informed us that this is not the case.
It started when Steve Emerson and Steve Coughlin were going to give talks about
political Islam to the FBI and Homeland Security . Then the White House informed them
that not only were they not going to talk about the Islamic doctrine and history of jihad,
but that henceforth, no Kafir could talk to any Federal agencies, unless they were vetted
by the Muslim Brotherhood.
Now, Eric Holder, the Attorney General, has ordered a purge of all Department of Justice
manuals and training of all material that will “offend” Muslims. "I recently directed all
components of the Department of Justice to re-evaluate their training efforts,"
Deputy Attorney General James Cole announced during the Washington conference. U.S.
Attorney Dwight Holton explained that FBI training materials that even remotely link
Islam to violence will be banned.
"I want to be perfectly clear about this: Training materials that portray Islam as a
religion of violence or with a tendency towards violence are wrong, they are offensive
and they are contrary to everything this president, this attorney general and Department
of Justice stands for," he told Muslim activists gathered at the George Washington
University law school. "They will not be tolerated."
The president and the Department of Justice do not stand for critical thought, an
examination of all sides of a problem. The White House wants to see that Muslims are
never offended. Notice that the White House does not say that the Kafir analysts are
wrong in their facts and data. Instead, they say that facts have no place at the table. Our
government no longer stands for logical thought, but only wants to insure that Muslims
are not offended by Kafirs. The way for Muslims to not be offended is for the Kafirs to
keep silent. This is pure Islamic doctrine, Sharia law.
Let’s go back to the time of Umar II, a caliph of Islam. Under Sharia law, the Kafir is to
be made completely harmless to Islam and there are two parts to this mental castration.
Here are two of the many oppressive terms of the dhimmi (a dhimmi is a Kafir who
agrees to obey Sharia law) treaty that deal with Kafir knowledge:
The Pact of Umar, 9th Century CE, includes:
We [Christians] will not teach our children the Koran.
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We will not make a show of the Christian religion nor invite any one to embrace it.
Kafirs must not have knowledge of Islamic doctrine. Kafirs must not make their
civilization attractive to Muslims. Kafirs must submit to Islam, not the other way around.
This is why we are changing how our textbooks explain America because Muslims will
read them. Islam must be praised and the West denigrated.
You might wonder why they would not want Kafirs to read the Koran. After all wouldn’t
they want the Kafir to read the wonderful Koran and become a Muslim? No, Islam wants
for you to listen to a Muslim explain the Koran. A Koran reading Kafir might apply
critical thought to the text and that would be a disaster. Only Muslims are allowed to
know Mohammed and Allah under Sharia law.
So, as good Kafirs, we must remain ignorant and submit to Islam. We can become
Islamic, but we should never try to convert the Muslim to our civilization and Western
religions. Submission only runs one direction.
The Obama administration has invoked an ancient treaty, the Pact of Umar, and applied it
to our nation. Our law enforcement agencies have now been made full dhimmis under
Sharia law. Critical thought and knowledge of Islam have entered the first step of making
any knowledge about Islam a hate crime that will be prosecuted to the full extent of a
Fascist state. Now they deny truth. Next they will criminalize truth that offends Islam
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